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 Non-Technical Summary 

This report presents the results of historic building recording of the surviving 
buildings of Selby Union Workhouse in North Yorkshire.  The surviving workhouse 
buildings comprised the Gate Lodge, Casuals Ward and Board Room, erected 
during the second phase of the workhouse’s development in the 1890s.   
 
Historic building recording was undertaken in December 2012 to fulfil a condition of 
planning consent for redevelopment of Selby Day Centre (Planning application 
reference NY/2012/0238/FUL) in accordance with a Written Scheme of Investigation 
approved by the Development Management Archaeologist for North Yorkshire 
County Council in October 2012. It comprised a drawn and photographic record of 
the Gate Lodge and Casuals Ward and external photographic recording of the 
Board Room.   
 
The Gate Lodge retained much of its historic character and appearance, and its 
internal plan remained largely intact.  The Casuals Ward, however, had been 
subject to significant alteration in the mid-20th century, resulting in wholesale internal 
re-planning, refenestration and external rendering.   
 
 
 
 
.
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1 Introduction 

Selby Day Centre is located to the southwest of Selby town centre at the junction of 
Union Lane and Brook Street (NGR: 461065,431967; Figure 1), within Selby Parish.  
The day centre is located on the former site of Selby Union Workhouse. 
 
North Yorkshire County Council has obtained planning permission for the 
remodelling of Selby Day Centre to provide a four-bedroom residential respite unit, a 
day centre for people with learning disabilities and complex needs, and staff office 
accommodation.  As part of this scheme it will be necessary to demolish the former 
Casuals Ward of the Selby Union Workhouse (Asset 17; Figure 2).  The attached 
Gate Lodge (Asset 16) will be retained by the scheme. 
 
Condition 5 of the planning consent (Planning application reference 
NY/2012/0238/FUL) states that: 
 
No development shall take place within the application area until the applicant has 
secured the implementation of a programme of archaeological work in accordance 
with a written scheme of investigation which has been submitted by the applicant 
and approved by the County Planning Authority. 
 
Condition 19 of the planning consent states that: 
 
The development permitted by this planning permission shall only be carried out in 
accordance with the mitigation measures detailed within Section 8 of the approved 
Heritage Statement dated June 2012. 
 
Jacobs UK Ltd were commissioned by North Yorkshire County Council to carry out a 
programme of archaeological works to fulfil conditions 5 and 19 of the planning 
consent.  These works comprised: 
 
• A programme of archaeological monitoring during construction; 
• Historic building recording of the Gate Lodge and Casuals Ward (Assets 16 and 

17) to English Heritage Level 3 standards (English Heritage 2006a); 
• An external photographic survey of the Board Room (Asset 18); and 
• Provision of an interpretation panel recording the former presence of Selby 

Workhouse on the site.  
 
This report presents the results of the historic building recording of the Gate Lodge 
and Casuals Ward (Assets 16 and 17), and the external photographic survey of the 
Board Room (Asset 18).  Recording was undertaken on December 11th and 12th 
2012. 
 
1.1 Aims and Objectives  

 
As defined in the Written Scheme of Investigation (Appendix B), the aims of the 
historic building recording were: 
 
• To provide a documentary record of the Gate Lodge and Casuals Ward (Assets 

16 and 17) in their current condition to Level 3 standards (English Heritage 
2006a), prior to alteration by construction of the proposed scheme;  
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• To provide an external photographic record of the Board Room (Asset 18) in its 
current setting in accordance with English Heritage guidance (2006a); and  

• To disseminate the results of the recording through deposition of an ordered 
archive at the North Yorkshire Record Office, and deposition of a detailed report 
with the North Yorkshire Historic Environment Record. 
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2 Historic Background 

2.1 Introduction 

The following information has been extracted from the Selby Day Centre Heritage 
Statement (Jacobs 2012a).  Please refer to Figure 2 for the location of heritage 
assets.   
 
2.2 Selby Workhouse 

While a workhouse was present in Selby from the later 18th century with 
accommodation for 20 inmates1 the town’s provision for the poor was transformed 
by the passing of the Poor Law Amendment Act in 1834.  
 
The Poor Law Amendment Act was based on the findings of a Royal Commission 
into the Old Poor Law undertaken in 1832.  This report was highly moralistic in its 
findings, attributing poverty to the indigence of individuals, rather than economic and 
social conditions.2  The provision of outdoor relief was believed to result in idleness 
and interfere with the supply and demand of labour, as well as resulting in moral 
laxity such as improvident marriages or children born out of wedlock.  The 
Commission’s report included a series of recommendations for reform of the Poor 
Law which did not try to tackle the causes of poverty, but sought to bring about 
moral reformation of the poor. 
 
The Poor Law Amendment Act passed in 1834 was based heavily on the principles 
of the Commission’s report, resulting in the creation of a system of deterrence 
intended to be distasteful to the poor and induce moral reform, through the 
widespread abolishment of outdoor relief and its replacement with a national system 
of workhouses.  Responsibility for provision of the workhouse passed from individual 
parishes to Poor Law Unions, newly formed by amalgamation of parishes and 
townships.   
 
New workhouse buildings erected under the Poor Law Amendment Act were often 
sited on green field sites and were generally located centrally within ten miles of the 
Union boundaries so as to be accessible to paupers travelling on foot (Morrison 
1999, 44).  A series of model plans for workhouses were published by the Board of 
Guardians, based on rigorous separation and classification of inmates, whilst the 
architecture of the buildings was inspired principally by economy rather than 
aesthetics (Morrison 1999, 53).  
 
Selby Poor Law Union was established in 1837, and comprised a total of 27 
parishes and townships.  The Board of Guardians was elected locally and included 
three representatives from Selby, and one representative for every other member of 
the Union.   
 
Selby Workhouse opened in 1842, on former agricultural land located to the 
southwest of Selby, between Doncaster Road (now Brook Street) and Union Lane.  
The layout of the workhouse is shown on the 1st edition Ordnance Survey map of 
1851 (Plate 1).  Constructed at a cost of £5100, the workhouse provided 
accommodation for c.189 paupers, although it more usually contained around fifty 
(W W Morrell, 1867, quoted in Selby Times 06/08/1992).  In contrast to the model 
                                                 
1 http://www.workhouses.org.uk/Selby/ consulted 28/05/12 
2 http://www.workhouses.org.uk/poorlaws/newpoorlaw.shtml consulted 07/06/12 
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designs published by the Board of Guardians, the workhouse was built on a scale 
more similar to an almshouse or small college (Chadwick 1996), with the main 
building laid out on a corridor plan.   
 
The Selby Workhouse comprised three main structures.  To the west of the site, 
facing Doncaster Road was the entrance block (Asset 11), which contained a central 
archway giving access into the site, flanked by a range of buildings to the north and 
south, which included the board room which housed the fortnightly meetings of the 
Board of Guardians.  The main building was located in the centre of the site (Asset 
9).  A long corridor ran along the centre of the building, providing access to a 
combined dining room and chapel in the centre of the structure, female 
accommodation to the north and male accommodation to the south, each of which 
contained a schoolroom for girls and boys respectively.  Separate yards for women, 
girls, men and boys were situated around the main building.  To the rear (east) of 
the site was the infirmary (Asset 8).  
 
The workhouse was modified in the early 1890s, with the demolition of the original 
entrance building and hospital (Asset 9 and 11) and the construction of a range of 
new buildings including an infirmary located to the northwest of the site (Asset 10), 
offices and a mental block (Asset 12), a porter’s lodge (Asset 7), casual’s and labour 
ward, which incorporated the new entrance into the workhouse (Assets 15, 16 and 
17), a board room (Asset 18), and a series of ancillary buildings, such as toilets, 
laundries and coal stores (Assets 3, 6, 13 and 14; Plate 2).   
 
Casuals wards were provided in workhouses from the 1870s onwards, to provide 
temporary accommodation for tramps and vagrants.  In return for overnight 
accommodation, inmates were required to undertake labour, such as stone breaking 
or oakum picking, before being allowed to leave the workhouse.  Casual 
accommodation was typically provided in cells and wards, with adjoining cells or 
sheds provided for undertaking labour. 
 
Following the local government act of 1929, control of Selby Workhouse passed to 
the West Riding Council in 1930.  Renamed as a public assistance institution, it 
provided accommodation for the elderly, chronic sick, unmarried mothers and 
vagrants.  At this time it is recorded that the workhouse could accommodate 158 
inmates, including 47 casuals (40 male and 7 female).  The casuals block (Assets 
15 and 17) is recorded as containing 32 cells with iron beds and canvas mattresses, 
29 of which had a stone-breaking shed attached, with a wood-cutting shed also 
provided.3  
 
The Poor Laws were repealed in 1948, and the former Selby Workhouse was 
transferred to the newly formed National Health Service, when it was renamed as 
Brook Lodge, and used as an old people’s home.  The main building (Asset 9) was 
demolished by the early 1960s and replaced by the current single-storey building of 
Carentan House which provides residential care for the elderly.  The infirmary was 
demolished in between the 1960s and 1980s, and Selby Day Centre erected on its 
site.  The Gate Lodge (Asset 16), part of the former Casuals Ward (Asset 17), Board 
Room (Asset 18) and Brook Lodge Annexe (Asset 1) were retained.  

                                                 
3 http://www.workhouses.org.uk/Selby/ consulted 28/05/12 
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3 Methodology 

3.1 Introduction 

Historic building recording was undertaken in accordance with the English Heritage 
document Understanding Historic Buildings: A guide to good recording practice 
(2006a, 14), and comprised the preparation of a drawn and photographic survey of 
the Gate Lodge and Casuals Ward (Assets 16 and 17) to Level 3 standards, and an 
external photographic survey of the Board Room (Asset 18).  The methodology for 
historic building recording was set out in a Written Scheme of Investigation (Jacobs 
2012b) and agreed with the Development Control Archaeologist for North Yorkshire 
County Council. 
 
Recording was undertaken by Sandra Honeywell and Robert McNaught, Heritage 
specialists with Jacobs on December 11th and 12th 2012.   
 
3.2 Drawn Record 

Preparation of the drawn record utilised existing plan and elevation drawings of the 
Gate Lodge and the Casuals Ward (Assets 16 and 17) which had been prepared for 
the planning application.  These drawings were checked for accuracy and annotated 
with archaeological information including structural detail, changes in building 
material, evidence for phasing, function and alteration, and any other relevant 
architectural detail. 
 
The drawn record was supplemented with sketch plans and notes as necessary to 
ensure the full understanding of the structure.  
 
3.3 Photographic Record  

Photographic recording was undertaken using a 35mm analogue Single Lens Reflex 
camera using silver-based film for the production of black-and-white photographs to 
provide a stable photographic output for archival purposes.  This was supplemented 
by high resolution digital photography for the production of colour images.  Digital 
images were captured in uncompressed TIFF format which provides a suitable 
digital format for long-term storage and accessibility.   
 
The photographic record documented:  
 
• The overall appearance of the Gate Lodge, Casuals Ward and Board Room 

(Assets 16, 17 and 18) and their setting; 
• External elevations of the Gate Lodge and Casuals Ward (Assets 16 and 

17); 
• The overall appearance of the interior of the Gate Lodge and Casuals Ward 

(Assets 16 and 17); and 
• Structural and decorative detail. 
 
The location, direction and subject of all photos was recorded on a photographic 
record sheet, and the location and direction of each shot annotated on a 
photographic location plan (Appendix A).  
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3.4 Documentary Research 

Interpretation of the results of the historic building recording was aided by 
rectification and detailed examination of a historic undated plan of Selby Workhouse 
held by North Yorkshire County Council.  This plan was available only on microfilm, 
and was of such poor quality that it was not suitable for reproduction within this 
report.  To provide the maximum information possible to assist with interpretation of 
the building, the historic plan was rectified to enable comparison with the surviving 
ground plan to inform our understanding of the development of the historic building 
(Figure 7).  Due to the poor quality of the original, some interpretation was 
necessary during rectification, however, it is considered that this forms a useful tool 
in understanding the layout and development of the historic building.  
 
3.5 Archiving and Dissemination 

A fully ordered and indexed project archive has been prepared in accordance with 
the standards set out in Management of Research Projects in the Historic 
Environment (English Heritage 2006b). The project archive, including written, drawn, 
photographic materials together with a summary of the contents of the archive, will 
be deposited with the North Yorkshire Record Office. 
 
The final report will be made available through the Online Access to Index of 
Archaeological Investigations (OASIS) Project website.  The aim of the OASIS 
project is to provide an online index to the mass of archaeological ‘grey literature’ 
that has been produced as a result of the advent of large scale developer funded 
fieldwork. 
 
3.6 Limitations 

During the historic building recording, access into the loft or roof spaces of the Gate 
Lodge and Casuals Ward was not undertaken as this area had not been subject to a 
structural survey and there was concern over the health and safety risks associated 
with accessing this space.   
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4 Results 

4.1 Site description 

Located in the angle between Union Lane and Brook Street, the surviving buildings 
of Selby Union Workhouse (Assets 16, 17 and 18) were located along the southern 
boundary of the current Day Centre site, separated from Union Lane by a narrow 
area of soft landscaping, a brick wall and tall modern fence (Plate 3).   
 
To the north of these buildings was Selby Day Centre, a large red brick structure of 
later 20th century date.  To the east was the building of Carentan House, a care 
home erected in the 1960s, and a pair of semi-detached houses of similar date.  The 
remainder of the site comprised hard standing in use for car parking.  
 
4.2 The Gate Lodge (Asset 16; Figures 3, 4, 5 and 6) 

The Gate Lodge was a single-storey building, joined to the west by the Casuals 
Ward (Asset 17).  Construction was in red brick, with a blue brick band at sill level 
across the north and south elevations. The Gate Lodge had a hipped slate roof with 
red ceramic ridge pieces, with lower gabled roofs to either side, extending to the 
west across the Casuals Ward (Asset 17) and truncated to the east following 
demolition of the Former Labour and Casuals Ward (Asset 15) before the early 
1960s.  The ridge stacks were located to the east and west of the building, with 
paired, diagonally-set chamfered brick chimneys.  
 
4.2.1 Principal (south) elevation  

The principal elevation of the Gate Lodge was orientated to the south, fronting on to 
Union Lane (Figure 3; Plate 4).  An archway with basket head and moulded 
keystone inscribed with the date 1891 was placed centrally in the elevation and 
formerly provided access into a covered way which formed the main entrance into 
the workhouse complex.  The archway had been closed with insertion of a pair of 
modern, part-glazed doors.  A steeply pitched gable with stone coping was located 
above the archway and contained a small rectangular window.  The gable was 
flanked by plain pilasters and was ornamented with a square column at its apex with 
central recessed panel and shaped finial above (Plate 5).   
 
To the left (west) of the archway was a single-light window with segmental head, 
which contained a hopper light above two fixed horizontal panes.  The window had a 
stone sill set within the blue brick band.  To the right (east) of the archway was a 
compact rectangular projection constructed to hold sanitary facilities.  This block 
was illuminated by two narrow sash windows in its east and west elevations, with a 
flat roof over, the edges of which were defined by stone blocks.  A low wall extended 
from the west elevation of the sanitary block to form the boundary wall to the former 
workhouse site.  The wall was tied into the sanitary block, revealing it to have been 
constructed contemporarily with the Gate Lodge.  A render strip c.200mm in width 
extending from the wall to the cornice indicated that the boundary wall formerly rose 
to eaves level.  To the east of this projection, was a further window with segmental-
arched head which contained a hopper light above a 2/2 sash window.  A dogtooth 
brick cornice ran across the elevation, punctured by the heads of the east and west 
windows.   
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4.2.2 East elevation 

Following demolition of the adjacent male casuals ward after the Second World War, 
the east elevation was largely rebuilt to form an external elevation (Figure 4; Plate 
6).  Original fabric remains to the left and right of the elevation, and includes the blue 
brick band, cornice and plinth (Plate 7).  The modern fabric was defined by joints to 
either side and was constructed of bricks the same size and slightly paler colour 
than the original brick, also in Flemish bond.  At the centre of the elevation, c.2.5m 
above ground level, was a projection for the chimney flues, supported on four 
courses of corbelled brick.  Modern timber barge boards were present above the 
gable elevation. 
 
4.2.3 Rear (north) elevation 

The rear (north) elevation was also of red brick, with a blue brick band at sill level 
and brick dogtooth cornice over (Figure 5; Plate 8).  An archway with basket-arched 
head and plain keystone was placed centrally in the elevation (Plate 9).  Now in-
filled with modern glazing, this archway formed the entrance to the workhouse 
complex from the covered way through the Gate Lodge.  To the left of this were two 
windows with a hopper light over a 2/2 sash (Plate 10), whilst a single window of 
similar form was present to the right.  Between the two windows to the left of the 
arch, a pair of moulded brick vents had been incorporated into the brick work.  
Within the roofslope above was a light to illuminate the roofspace.  In addition to the 
stacks placed on the ridge, a lower stack was present to the right of the elevation, at 
its junction with the Casuals Ward (Asset 17), the chimney pots of which had been 
removed.  This elevation had been subject to some minor alteration with the 
insertion of additional ventilation for Room GL4 to the right of the elevation.  
 
4.2.4 Gate Lodge interior 

Despite some modern alteration during its use as part of the Day Centre, the interior 
of the Gate Lodge largely retained its historic plan (Figures 6 and 7).  With the 
exception of windows and a single cornice in Rooms GL7 and GL8, there was no 
survival of historic fixtures and fittings within the building. 
 
The interior of the Gate Lodge was dominated by the former covered way which ran 
north-south through the centre of the building (Room GL1; Plate 11).  As described 
above, the north and south of the covered way were infilled with glazing and part-
glazed doors respectively.  A pair of modern glazed doors were present behind the 
south doors, forming a small vestibule upon entrance into the building.  To the west 
of the entrance arch, a blocked doorway with segmental head was visible in outline 
in the covering plaster (Plate 12).  This doorway formerly gave access to Room 
GL3, identified as the Porter’s Lodge on the historic plan of the Workhouse.   
 
Within the east wall opposite the blocked doorway was an inserted opening 
providing access to rooms to the east of the Gate Lodge.  This replaced a doorway 
further to the north which remained visible as a blocked recess slightly raised above 
floor level (Plate 13).  A doorway providing access to rooms to the west was placed 
centrally within the west wall of Room GL1 (Plate 11).  To the north of this a blocked 
rectangular opening was visible within the plasterwork, however did not extend to 
ground level.  The flat head of this opening suggested that this may have been a 
later insertion, possibly functioning as a window or hatch between Room GL4 and 
the covered way. No other features were identified within the covered way (Room 
GL1).   
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The doorway in the west wall of Room GL1 provided access into a short corridor 
(Room GL2), created by the insertion of a party wall into the room to the north: 
Room GL4.  An original opening in the west elevation of Room GL2 provided access 
into Room CW1 of the Casuals Ward, which formerly held the Porter’s Bedroom. 
Room GL4 was identified as the Porter’s Room on the historic plan of the 
Workhouse.  This room contained a substantial chimneybreast against its west 
elevation (Plate 14) and original hopper and sash window.  No other features of 
interest were visible internally.   
 
To the south of Room GL2 was the former Porter’s Lodge (Room GL3).  The 
blocked doorway from the covered way (Room GL1) was not visible internally, 
however a blocked doorway was visible in the north elevation, to the right of the 
current doorway.  A chimneybreast was present against the west wall (Plate 15).  No 
other features were visible internally.  
 
To the east of Room GL1, a narrow corridor (Room GL5) provided access to four 
individual rooms.  To the south was a compact toilet, which projected from the 
principal elevation of the Lodge (Room GL6).  With the exception of the narrow sash 
windows in the east and west elevations, all fixtures, fittings and finishes within this 
room were modern.   
 
To the east of the corridor were two further rooms (Rooms GL7 and GL8).  These 
had been formed by subdivision of an existing room, revealed by the presence of a 
plain cornice all sides of the rooms with the exception of the party wall (Plate 16).  A 
blocked doorway was present in the east wall of Room GL8, visible outlined in the 
plaster wall.  This formerly gave access into the adjacent male casuals ward (Asset 
15) which was demolished prior to 1963.  Examination of the historic plan of Selby 
Workhouse revealed that the doorway into Room GL7 had been inserted whilst the 
entrance into Room GL8 was original, but had been widened during the room’s 
alteration for use as a disabled W.C.  This room was labelled as a Bath Room on 
the historic plan (Figure 7). 
 
Room GL9 was located in the northeast corner of the building, and was illuminated 
by two large original sash/hopper windows in the north elevation (Plate 17).  A 
chimneybreast was located against the east elevation in the southeast corner of the 
room.  No other original features survived within the room.  The historic plan of the 
workhouse identified this room as the Male Receiving Ward (Figure 7) and was used 
to accommodate new male long-term (as opposed to casual) residents to the 
workhouse whilst they were processed for entry into the workhouse. 
 
4.3 The Casuals Ward (Asset 17; Figures 6-10) 

The Casuals Ward was attached to the west elevation of the Gate Lodge (Asset 16) 
and was also erected during the 1890s redevelopment of the workhouse complex.  
This building had been subject to substantial alteration in the mid-20th century, 
including external rendering and painting, refenestration and significant alteration to 
the interior.  The building retained its slate roof with plain ridge pieces, and 
diagonally set brick chimneys located on the west gable and located off centre in the 
central range.    
 
Examination of the historic plan (Figure 7) revealed that this building housed both 
the female casual accommodation and the receiving wards for female workhouse 
inmates, with no direct access provided between the two.  Alteration of the building 
during the 20th century, however, had destroyed this arrangement.  
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4.3.1 Principal (south) elevation  

The principal elevation of the Casuals Ward was orientated towards Union Lane and 
was formed in three parts: a central range 11.5m in length, flanked by a single bay 
of the same height to the left and a single lower bay to the right (Figures 3 and 8; 
Plate 18).  The whole elevation had been completely refenestrated in the mid-20th 
century with timber frame casements, set flush with the elevation.  A series of air 
vents ran across the elevation below the internal floor level.   
 
The bay to the right was recessed 0.6m from the adjacent Gate Lodge (Asset 16; 
see Plate 4) to the east and contained a three light window c.1.4m above ground 
level.  The central range was defined by raised coping with stone kneelers 
supported on brick corbels to either side. To the right, the range contained an 
inserted doorway set to the right of the elevation which was accessed by three steps 
and set below a flat-roofed, open sided porch.  This was flanked to the right by a 
single-light window and, to the left, by a single-light and three-light window.  Both the 
right bay and central range had a plain timber board at eaves level, plastic guttering 
and cast iron downpipes.  The bay to the left of the principal elevation was recessed 
0.6m from the central range and contained a single window below exposed brick 
dogtooth cornice, and retained a cast iron down pipe from a modern plastic gutter.  
A coped gable with kneeler over brick corbel defined the west end of the building.  
 
4.3.2 West elevation  

The west elevation formed the gable end of the Casuals Ward (Figure 9; Plate 19).  
The elevation had coped gables, with a single diagonally set chimney at the apex of 
the gable.  Below this, the elevation was rendered and painted, obscuring any 
evidence for the abutting structures visible on the undated site plan.  A doorway was 
present to the right of the elevation, flanked by a narrow glazed panel which 
extended the full height of the door.  A door opening is shown in this location on the 
historic site plan, however it is possible that this has been widened.  A single-light 
modern window was present to the left of the elevation. Examination of the historic 
plan suggests this to have been inserted.  A dogleg concrete ramp with steel 
handrails had been constructed against the elevation to provide emergency disabled 
access from the building in the later 20th century.   
 
4.3.3 Rear (North) elevation  

The north elevation was similarly arranged to the principal (south) elevation, 
comprising a central range with single bays to the left and right (Figures 5 and 9; 
Plate 20).  The bay to the right was recessed c.0.6m from the central range, and 
comprised a blind rendered elevation below a dogtooth brick cornice, with brick 
corbel supporting a kneeler and coping to the right.  The bay retained a cast iron 
downpipe from modern plastic guttering.  The central range was again defined by 
coped gables with kneelers supported on brick corbels to either side.  The range 
contained a doorway set to the left of the ridge chimney stack, flanked to the right by 
a single narrow window and two, two-light windows, and to the left by one further 
two-light window.  A large rooflight to illuminate the loft space was located below the 
ridge to the right of the central range, whilst a vent for a modern boiler had been 
inserted into the centre of the roofslope.  A modern concrete ramp was present 
against the elevation with a short flight of steps at its left end, added to provide 
disabled access into the building in the later 20th century.  The bay to the left of the 
Casuals Ward was covered by a flat asphalt roof, extending from the pitched roof to 
the south, suggesting this may have been a later extension (Plate 21).  The bay 
contained a two-light window and retained a cast iron downpipe from a modern 
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plastic gutter.  The central range and left bay both had plain timber fascias below the 
gutter.   
 
4.3.4 Casuals Ward interior 

The interior of the Casuals Ward had been subject to significant alteration during the 
mid-20th century, resulting in the original floor plan of the building being largely 
destroyed, lowering of the ceiling height and raising the floor.  Original walls were 
generally distinguishable by greater wall thickness, whilst the modern walls were a 
single brick in depth.  No original fixtures or fittings survived within the building.  
Window and door openings had been altered throughout, however comparison of 
the historic and modern building plans suggests that some of original openings had 
been retained or modified during the building’s alteration (Figure 7).   
 
Room CW1 comprised a large rectangular room with a chimney breast against the 
east end (Figure 6; Plate 22).  This room had been formed by amalgamation of two 
separate rooms, identified as the Porter’s Bedroom and the Female Receiving Ward 
on the historic plan, and construction of new walls to the west and northwest (Figure 
7).  A wide opening with sliding door had been inserted into the north elevation at its 
eastern end.  This gave access into a small room (Room CW2).  The historic plan 
shows this to have been the location of a flight of stairs to the attic level over the 
Gate Lodge and a small W.C; however, no evidence of these features remained 
visible.  Room CW3 was located to the west of this and retained a tiled recess in its 
west elevation, adjacent to a small cupboard.  The room was in use as a kitchen and 
it is possible that the recess was intended to house an electric cooker or other 
domestic appliance (Plate 23).   
 
To the south of Room CW3, was a hallway (Room CW4) created during alteration of 
the building in the mid-20th century from part of the Female Receiving Ward and a 
bathroom within the female casual accommodation (Figures 6 and 7).  The only 
original fabric within this room was a substantial chimneybreast present to the north, 
and the party wall with Room CW5.  External access into the hall was provided by a 
doorway in the principal (south) elevation.  The historic plan shows a window in this 
approximate location and it is possible that an existing opening was modified to form 
a doorway.   
 
The plan form of Rooms CW5, CW6, CW8 and CW9 resulted principally from 
alteration of the building in the mid-20th century.  This part of the building formerly 
held the female casual accommodation, comprising a day room, four cells, store and 
bath (Figure 7); however, no significant evidence of this historic arrangement 
survived.  Differences in wall thickness combined with comparison of historic and 
modern plans of the building suggested that only the walls to the east of CW5 and 
the west of Rooms CW8 and CW9 were original within this part of the building.  With 
the exception of the insertion of a cupboard into the chimneybreast to the east of 
Room CW6, no features of historic origin or interest were present within these 
rooms (Plate 24). 
 
Room CW10 was located to the west of the building and is identified on the historic 
plan as the Women’s Day Room (Plate 25).  This room had been enlarged by 
amalgamation of two adjacent cells, the former location of which was apparent in the 
widening of the room’s plan to the east (Figures 6 and 7).  A chimneybreast was 
present against the west elevation.  No other features of note were identified.   
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4.4 The Board Room (Asset 18) 

Selby Workhouse Board Room was a free-standing structure constructed of red 
brick with stone dressings.  The building was formed by a tall single-storey range 
with pitched slate roof, coped gables with stacks on the gable ends, flanked by lower 
flat-roofed blocks to the east and west, the former of which projected slightly to the 
south.  The main range was aligned east-west, and formed in three bays.  Both the 
north and south elevations contained a central canted bay with a tall mullion and 
transom window flanked to either side by four-light mullion and transom windows in 
the outer bays (Plates 26 and 27).  The block projecting to the east contained a 
lower four-light mullion and transom window in its north elevation, a doorway and 
small two-light casement in the east elevation, and four small windows in its south 
elevation (Plate 28).  The block to the west contained four-light mullion and transom 
windows in its north and south elevations, and a doorway with moulded architrave in 
the west elevation (Plate 29).   
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5 Conclusion 

This report presents the results of historic building recording of the surviving 
structures of Selby Workhouse comprising: 
 
• The Gate Lodge (Asset 16); 
• The Casuals Ward (Asset 17); and  
• The Board Room (Asset 18).  
 
Recording was undertaken to provide a permanent record of the current form, 
appearance and setting of the buildings in advance of the redevelopment of Selby 
Day Centre, and the removal of the Casuals Ward.  Recording of the Gate Lodge 
and Casuals Ward was undertaken to English Heritage Level 3 standards and 
comprised a drawn and photographic record (English Heritage 2006a).  Recording 
of the Board Room comprised an external photographic survey.   
 
The Gate Lodge, Casuals Ward and Board Room were constructed during the 
second phase of the workhouse’s development during the 1890s.  At this time, the 
1840s workhouse complex was reconfigured, replacing the original entrance 
building with the Gate Lodge (Asset 16), new Casual accommodation for male and 
female paupers (Asset 17), and a new Board Room (Asset 18), as well as other now 
demolished buildings including a new infirmary, porter’s lodge, mental block and 
ancillary accommodation such as coal stores and lavatories.   
 
Following the transfer of the workhouse buildings to the National Health Service in 
1948, the complex was redeveloped again, with the demolition of the main 
workhouse building, the male casual accommodation and redevelopment of the 
female Casuals Ward (Asset 17).  Historic building recording has revealed that, 
whilst the historic plan form and external architectural appearance of the Gate 
Lodge largely survive, alteration of the Casuals Ward after its transfer to the NHS 
involved substantial intervention into the historic building, including refenestration of 
the building, external rendering and rearrangement of the building’s interior resulting 
in the loss of its original plan form.  With the exception of original glazing and a 
single plain cornice in Rooms GL7 and GL8 retained in the Gate Lodge, neither the 
Gate Lodge or the Casuals Ward retained any evidence of original fixtures or 
fittings.   
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7 Plates 

 
Plate 1  Extract from the 1st edition 6” Ordnance Survey map of 1851 showing Selby 
Workhouse (Yorkshire sheet 221) 
 

 
Plate 2  Extract from the 2nd edition 25” Ordnance Survey map of 1908 showing 
Selby Workhouse following the 1890s alterations.   

Union Workhouse

Union Workhouse
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Plate 3  The surviving buildings of Selby Union Workhouse, looking northeast along 
Union Lane 
 
 

 
 
Plate 4  Gate Lodge (Asset 16) Principal (south) elevation .
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)

Plate 5  Detail of gable on the 
Gate Lodge principal elevation 
(Asset 16) 

Plate 6  Gate Lodge 
(Asset 16) east elevation. 
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Plate 8  Gate Lodge (Asset 16) rear (north) elevation, looking southwest 

Plate 7  Detail of Gate Lodge 
east elevation showing 
junction of original fabric with 
rebuilt elevation. 
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Plate 9  Gate Lodge 
rear (north) elevation, 
detail of archway. 

Plate 10  Detail of original 
glazing in the rear 
elevation of the Gate 
Lodge (Asset 16).  Brick 
vents incorporated into 
the brickwork are visible 
to the right of the window 
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Plate 11  Interior of the covered way (Room GL1) in the Gate Lodge, looking north. 

 

Plate 12  Blocked doorway 
between the Covered Way 
(Room GL1) and Room GL3, 
the former Porter’s Lodge, 
within the Gate Lodge.  
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Plate 13  The original doorway 
between the Covered Way 
(Room GL1) and Room GL5 
within the Gate Lodge.  

Plate 14  Chimneybreast in 
Room GL4. 
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Plate 16 Detail of cornice in Rooms GL7 and GL8. 

Plate 15  Room GL3 looking east, 
showing chimneybreast and 
inserted doorway from Room 
GL2. 
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Plate 17 Room GL9, general view north 

 
 

 
Plate 18  Casuals Ward (Asset 17), principal elevation looking northeast 
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Plate 20  Casuals Ward (Asset 17) rear (north) elevation, looking southeast 

Plate 19  Casuals Ward (Asset 17), 
west elevation looking southeast. 
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Plate 21  Casuals Ward (Asset 17) rear (north elevation) showing flat roof adjacent 
to the Gate Lodge.  

 

 
Plate 22  Room CW1 of the Casuals Ward (Asset 17) looking east.  The 
chimneybreast for the Porter’s bedroom is visible against the east elevation, 
adjacent to the doorway into Room GL2 of the Gate Lodge (Asset 16). 
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Plate 23  Room CW3 of the Casuals Ward looking west. 
 
 

Plate 24  Room CW6 looking east 
showing the cupboard inserted 
into a chimneybreast.
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Plate 25  Room CW10 looking west.  

 
 

 
Plate 26  Principal (south) elevation of the Board Room (Asset 18) 
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Plate 27  Board Room (Asset 18) rear (north) elevation, looking southwest 
 
 

 
 

Plate 28  The east block attached to the Board Room (Asset 18), south and east 
elevations  
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Plate 29  The west elevation of the Board Room (Asset 18) 
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Appendix A Photo indices and photo location plans 

PHOTOGRAPHIC REGISTER 

Project Code BAA10455 Site Name: Selby Day Centre 

Film Number N1 Film Make: Ilford HP5 Plus 

Film Type Black and White Print Film Speed:  400 

Frame 
number Direction Subject Photographer Date 

N1/1 NW Gate Lodge and Casuals Ward (Assets 16 
and 17), principal (south) elevation 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/2 NW Gate Lodge (Asset 16), principal (south) 
elevation 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/3 N Gate Lodge (Asset 16), principal (south) 
elevation 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/4 E Casual Ward (Asset 17), west elevation RBM 11/12/12 
N1/5 E Casual Ward (Asset 17), north and west 

elevations 
RBM 11/12/12 

N1/6 S Casual Ward (Asset 17), north elevation, 
westernmost bay 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/7 SW Casual Ward (Asset 17), north elevation RBM 11/12/12 
N1/8 SW Casual Ward (Asset 17), north elevation, 

easternmost bay 
RBM 11/12/12 

N1/9 S Gate Lodge and Casual Ward (Assets 16 and 
17) junction between buildings 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/10 SE Gate Lodge (Asset 16) north elevation RBM 11/12/12 
N1/11 S Gate Lodge (Asset 16) detail of window in 

north elevation  
RBM 11/12/12 

N1/12 S Gate Lodge (Asset 16) detail of window in 
north elevation  

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/13 NE Gate Lodge (Asset 16), principal (south) 
elevation 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/14 N Gate Lodge (Asset 16), detail of gable over 
covered way, principal elevation 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/15 N Gate Lodge (Asset 16), principal (south) 
elevation 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/16 NE Gate Lodge and Casual Ward (Assets 16 and 
17),  

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/17 NE Casuals Ward (Asset 17), principal (south) 
elevation 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/18 NW Board Room (Asset 18) principal elevation RBM 11/12/12 
N1/19 N Board Room (Asset 18) principal elevation RBM 11/12/12 
N1/20 E Board Room (Asset 18) west elevation RBM 11/12/12 
N1/21 E View east along Union Lane RBM 11/12/12 
N1/22 NE View along Brook Street RBM 11/12/12 
N1/23 SE Board Room (Asset 18), rear (north elevation) RBM 11/12/12 
N1/24 NE Gate Lodge (Asset 16) detail of chimneys and 

roofscape 
RBM 11/12/12 

N1/25 NE Gate Lodge (Asset 16) detail of chimneys RBM 11/12/12 
N1/26 N Gate Lodge (Asset 16) detail of date stone on 

principal (south) elevation 
RBM 11/12/12 

N1/27 E Gate Lodge (Asset 16) detail of cornice on 
sanitary projection from south elevation 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/28 N Gate Lodge (Asset 16), detail of cornice on 
principal (south) elevation 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/29 E General view of north elevation of Casual 
Ward and Gate Lodge (Assets 16 and 17) 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/30 SW Board Room (Asset 18), rear (north) elevation RBM 11/12/12 
N1/31 SW Gate Lodge (Asset 16), north and east 

elevations 
RBM 11/12/12 
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N1/32 W Gate Lodge (Asset 16) detail of joint in east 
elevation, north side 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/33 W Gate Lodge (Asset 16) detail of joint in east 
elevation, south side 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/34 W Gate Lodge (Asset 16), detail of sash window 
in sanitary projection 

RBM 11/12/12 

N1/35 SW Room CW10, Casual Ward (Asset 17), 
general view 

RBM 12/12/12 

N1/36 NW Room CW10, Casual Ward (Asset 17), 
general view 

RBM 12/12/12 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC REGISTER 

Project Code BAA10455 Site Name: Selby Day Centre 

Film Number N2 Film Make: Ilford HP5 Plus 

Film Type Black and White Print Film Speed:  400 

Frame 
number Direction Subject Photographer Date 

N2/1 NE Room CW10, Casual Ward (Asset 17), 
general view 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/2 SE Room CW10, Casual Ward (Asset 17), 
general view 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/3 W Room CW10, Casual Ward (Asset 17), 
general view showing chimney breast 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/4 E Room CW6, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view towards chimneybreast, now converted 
to cupboard 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/5 W Room CW6, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/6 SE Room CW9, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/7 NW Room CW8, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/8 N Room CW7, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/9 SE Room CW5, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/10 E Rooms CW1 and CW4, Casual Ward (Asset 
17), general view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/11 S Room CW4, Casual Ward (Asset 17), 
doorway inserted to south elevation 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/12 N Room CW4, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/13 W Room CW4, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/14 W Room CW3, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/15 E Room CW3, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/16 N Rooms CW1 and CW2, Casual Ward (Asset 
17), general view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/17 NE Room CW2, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/18 W Room CW1, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/19 E Room CW1, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/20 NE Room CW1, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/21 SW Room CW1, Casual Ward (Asset 17), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/22 NW Room GL4, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/23 N Room GL4, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/24 W Room GL2, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), general 
view  

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/25 N Room GL1, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), general 
view of covered way 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/26 S Room GL1, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), general 
view of covered way 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/27 NE Room GL1, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), blocked 
doorway in east elevation 

RBM 12/12/12 
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N2/28 W Room GL1, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), blocked 
doorway in west elevation 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/29 S Room GL5, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), general 
view 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/30 N Room GL9, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), general 
view 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/31 N Room GL9, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), detail of 
window 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/32 N Room GL9, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), detail of 
window 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/33 SE Room GL9, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), general 
view 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/34 E Room GL8, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), general 
view 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/35 S Room GL6, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), general 
view 

RBM 12/12/12 

N2/35 NW Room GL6, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), general 
view 

RBM 12/12/12 
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PHOTOGRAPHIC REGISTER 

Project Code BAA10455 Site Name: Selby Day Centre 

Film Number N3 Film Make: Ilford HP5 Plus 

Film Type Black and White Print Film Speed:  400 

Frame 
number Direction Subject Photographer Date 

N3/1 W Room GL3, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), general 
view 

RBM 12/12/12 

N3/2 SE Room GL3, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), general 
view 

RBM 12/12/12 

N3/3 S Room GL3, Gate Lodge (Asset 16), general 
view 

RBM 12/12/12 

N3/4 S Gate Lodge (Asset 16), rear (north) elevation, 
detail of covered way entrance 

RBM 12/12/12 

N3/5 SW Casual Ward (Asset 17), rear (north) 
elevation 

RBM 12/12/12 

N3/6 SE Gate Lodge (Asset 16), rear (north) elevation RBM 12/12/12 
N3/7 SE Casual Ward (Asset 17), west elevation RBM 12/12/12 
N3/8 SW Board Room (Asset 18), rear (north) elevation RBM 12/12/12 
N3/9 S Board Room (Asset 18), rear (north) elevation RBM 12/12/12 
N3/10 E Gate Lodge (Asset 16), detail of sanitary 

projection from south elevation 
RBM 12/12/12 

N3/11 NW Board Room (Asset 18), principal (south) 
elevation 

RBM 12/12/12 

N3/12 NW Board Room (Asset 18), principal (south) 
elevation 

RBM 12/12/12 

N3/13 N Gate Lodge (Asset 16), detail of pinnacle 
over main entrance  

RBM 12/12/12 

N3/14 NE General view of workhouse buildings along 
Union Lane 

RBM 12/12/12 

N3/15 NE Board Room (Asset 18), west elevation  RBM 12/12/12 
N3/16 E Board Room (Asset 18), west elevation  RBM 12/12/12 
N3/17 SE Board Room (Asset 18), rear (north) elevation RBM 12/12/12 
N3/18 N Gate Lodge (Asset 16), principal (south) 

elevation 
RBM 12/12/12 

N3/19 N Gate Lodge (Asset 16), principal (south) 
elevation 

RBM 12/12/12 
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DIGITAL PHOTO REGISTER 

Project Code  BAA10455 Site Name Selby Day Centre 

Camera  Canon EOS 5D Format TIFF 

File Name Direction Description Photographer Date 

BAA10455
_001.TIF 

NW Gate Lodge (Asset 16) principal (south) 
elevation, west part 

SWH 11/12/12 

BAA10455
_002.TIF 

N Gate Lodge (Asset 16) principal (south) 
elevation, east part 

SWH 11/12/12 

BAA10455
_003.TIF 

N Gate Lodge (Asset 16) principal (south) 
elevation, west part 

SWH 11/12/12 

BAA10455
_004.TIF 

E Casual Ward (Asset 17), west elevation SWH 11/12/12 

BAA10455
_005.TIF 

SW Casual Ward (Asset 17), rear (north) 
elevation 

SWH 11/12/12 

BAA10455
_006.TIF 

S Casual Ward (Asset 17), rear (north) 
elevation, westernmost bay 

SWH 11/12/12 

BAA10455
_007.TIF 

SW Board Room (Asset 18), rear (north) 
elevation 

SWH 11/12/12 

BAA10455
_008.TIF 

SW Casual Ward (Asset 17), rear (north) 
elevation, western part 

SWH 11/12/12 

BAA10455
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1 Introduction 

Selby Day Centre is located to the southwest of Selby Town Centre at the junction 
of Union Lane and Brook Street (NGR: 461065,431967; Figure 1), and is 
constructed on the former site of Selby Union Workhouse. 
 
North Yorkshire County Council has obtained planning permission for the 
remodelling of Selby Day Centre to provide a four-bedroom residential respite unit, a 
day centre for people with learning disabilities and complex needs, and staff office 
accommodation.  As part of this scheme it will be necessary to demolish the former 
Casuals Ward of the Selby Union Workhouse (Asset 17, see Figure 2; also known 
locally as the Bungalow).  The attached Lodge, referred to hereafter as the Gate 
Lodge (Asset 16) will be retained by the scheme.  Please refer to Drawing 
BAA10455-A-50-021L for the proposed scheme layout. 
 
Condition 5 of the planning consent (Planning application reference 
NY/2012/0238/FUL) states that: 
 
No development shall take place within the application area until the applicant has 
secured the implementation of a programme of archaeological work in accordance 
with a written scheme of investigation which has been submitted by the applicant 
and approved by the County Planning Authority. 
 
Condition 19 of the planning consent states that: 
 
The development permitted by this planning permission shall only be carried out in 
accordance with the mitigation measures detailed within Section 8 of the approved 
Heritage Statement dated June 2012. 
 
Jacobs UK Ltd have been commissioned by North Yorkshire County Council to carry 
out a programme of archaeological works to fulfil conditions 5 and 19 of the planning 
consent.  These works comprise: 
 
• A programme of archaeological monitoring during construction; 
• Historic building recording of the Gate Lodge and Casuals Ward (Assets 16 and 

17) to English Heritage Level 3 standards (English Heritage 2006a); 
• An external photographic survey of the Board Room (Asset 18); and 
• Provision of an interpretation panel recording the former presence of Selby 

Workhouse on the site.  
 
This Written Scheme of Investigation defines the works required in relation to the 
historic building recording of the Gate Lodge and Casuals Ward (Assets 16 and 17), 
and the external photographic survey of the Board Room (Asset 18). 
 
A separate Written Scheme of Investigation is being prepared for the Archaeological 
monitoring during construction.  
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2 Historic Background 

The following information has been extracted from the Selby Day Centre Heritage 
Statement (Jacobs 2012).  Please refer to Figure 2 for the location of heritage 
assets.   
 
2.1 Selby Workhouse 

While a workhouse was present in Selby from the later 18th century with 
accommodation for 20 inmates,1 the town’s provision for the poor was transformed 
by the passing of the Poor Law Amendment Act in 1834.  
 
The Poor Law Amendment Act was based on the findings of a Royal Commission 
into the Old Poor Law undertaken in 1832.  This report was highly moralistic in its 
findings, attributing poverty to the indigence of individuals, rather than economic and 
social conditions.2  The provision of outdoor relief was believed to result in idleness 
and interfere with supply and demand of labour, as well as resulting in moral laxity 
such as improvident marriages or children born out of wedlock.  The Commission’s 
report included a series of recommendations for reform of the poor law which did not 
try to tackle the causes of poverty, but sought to bring about moral reformation of 
the poor. 
 
The Poor Law Amendment Act passed in 1834 was based heavily on the principles 
of the Commission’s report, resulting in the creation of a system of deterrence 
intended to be distasteful to the poor and induce moral reform, through the 
widespread abolishment of outdoor relief and its replacement with a national system 
of workhouses.  Responsibility for provision of the workhouse passed from individual 
parishes to Poor Law Unions, newly formed by amalgamation of parishes and 
townships.   
 
New workhouse buildings erected under the Poor Law Amendment Act were often 
sited on green field sites and were generally located centrally within ten miles of the 
Union boundaries so as to be accessible to paupers travelling on foot (Morrison 
1999, 44).  A series of model plans for workhouses were published by the Board of 
Guardians, based on rigorous separation and classification of inmates, whilst the 
architecture of the buildings was inspired principally by economy rather than 
aesthetics (Morrison 1999, 53).  
 
Selby Poor Law Union was established in 1837, and comprised a total of 27 
parishes and townships.  The Board of Guardians was elected locally and included 
three representatives from Selby, and one representative for every other member of 
the Union.   
 
Selby Workhouse opened in 1842, on former agricultural land located to the 
southwest of Selby, between Doncaster Road (now Brook Street) and Union Lane.  
Constructed at a cost of £5100, the workhouse provided accommodation for c.189 
paupers, although it more usually contained around fifty (W W Morrell, 1867, quoted 
in Selby Times 06/08/1992).  In contrast to the model designs published by the 
Board of Guardians, the workhouse was built on a scale more similar to an 
almshouse or small college (Chadwick 1996), with the main building laid out on a 
corridor plan.   
                                                 
1 http://www.workhouses.org.uk/Selby/ consulted 28/05/12 
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The Selby Workhouse comprised three main structures.  To the west of the site, 
facing Doncaster Road was the entrance block (Asset 11), which contained a central 
archway giving access into the site, flanked by a range of buildings to the north and 
south, which included the board room which housed the fortnightly meetings of the 
Board of Guardians.  The main building was located in the centre of the site (Asset 
9).  A long corridor ran along the centre of the building, providing access to a 
combined dining room and chapel in the centre of the structure, female 
accommodation to the north and male accommodation to the south, each of which 
contained a schoolroom for girls and boys respectively.  Separate yards for women, 
girls, men and boys were situated around the main building.  To the rear (east) of 
the site was the infirmary (Asset 8).  
 
The workhouse was modified in the early 1890s, with the demolition of the original 
entrance building and hospital (Asset 9 and 11) and the construction of a range of 
new buildings including an infirmary located to the northwest of the site (Asset 10), 
offices and a mental block (Asset 12), a porter’s lodge (Asset 7), casual’s and labour 
ward, which incorporated the new entrance into the workhouse (Assets 15, 16 and 
17), a board room (Asset 18), and a series of ancillary buildings, such as toilets, 
laundries and coal stores (Assets 3, 6, 13 and 14).   
 
Casuals wards were provided in workhouses from the 1870s onwards, to provide 
temporary accommodation for tramps and vagrants.  In return for overnight 
accommodation, inmates were required to undertake labour, such as stone breaking 
or oakum picking, before being allowed to leave the workhouse.  Casual 
accommodation was typically provided in cells and wards, with adjoining cells or 
sheds provided for completion of labour. 
 
Following the local government act of 1929, control of Selby Workhouse passed to 
the West Riding Council in 1930.  Renamed as a public assistance institution, it 
provided accommodation for the elderly, chronic sick, unmarried mothers and 
vagrants.  At this time it is recorded that the workhouse could accommodate 158 
inmates, including 47 casuals (40 male and 7 female).  The casuals block (Assets 
15 and 17) is recorded as containing 32 cells with iron beds and canvass 
mattresses, 29 of which had a stone-breaking shed attached, with a wood-cutting 
shed also provided.3  
 
The Poor Laws were repealed in 1948, and the former Selby Workhouse was 
transferred to the newly formed National Health Service, when it was renamed as 
Brook Lodge, and used as an old people’s home.  The main building (Asset 9) was 
demolished in the 1960s and replaced by the current single-storey building of 
Carentan House which provides residential care for the elderly.  The infirmary was 
demolished in between the 1960s and 1980s, and Selby Day Centre erected on its 
site.  The Gate Lodge (Asset 16), part of the former Casuals Ward (Asset 17), Board 
Room (Asset 18) and Brook Lodge Annexe (Asset 1) remain extant on the site and 
in use today.  
 

                                                 
3 http://www.workhouses.org.uk/Selby/ consulted 28/05/12 
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3 Aims and Objectives 

The aims of the historic building recording are: 
 
• To provide a documentary record of the Gate Lodge and Casuals Ward (Assets 

16 and 17; see Figure 2) in their current condition to Level 3 standards (English 
Heritage 2006a), prior to alteration by construction of the proposed scheme;  

• To provide an external photographic record of the Board Room (Asset 18; see 
Figure 2) in its current setting in accordance with English Heritage guidance 
(2006); and  

• To disseminate the results of the recording through deposition of an ordered 
archive at the North Yorkshire Record Office, and deposition of a detailed report 
with the North Yorkshire Historic Environment Record. 
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4 Recording methodology 

4.1 Standards and Guidance 

The historic building recording shall be undertaken based on the English Heritage 
document Understanding Historic Buildings: A guide to good recording practice 
(2006a, 14), which states:  
 
Level 3  
Level 3 is an analytical record, and will comprise an introductory description followed 
by a systematic account of the building’s origins, development and use.  The record 
will include an account of the evidence on which the analysis has been based, 
allowing the validity of the record to be re-examined in detail.  It will also include all 
drawn and photographic records that may be required to illustrate the building’s 
appearance and structure and to support an historical analysis. 
 
The information contained in the record will for the most part have been obtained 
through an examination of the building itself. If documentary sources are used they 
are likely to be those which are most readily accessible, such as historic Ordnance 
Survey maps, trade directories and other published sources.  The record will not 
normally discuss the building’s broader stylistic or historical context and importance 
at any length.  It may, however, form part of a wider survey – thematic or regional, 
for example – of a group of buildings, in which additional source material contributes 
to an overall historical and architectural synthesis. A Level 3 record may also be 
appropriate when the fabric of a building is under threat but time or resources are 
insufficient for detailed documentary research, or where the scope for such research 
is limited. 
 
Photographic Survey 
A photographic survey differs from other surveys in that it provides a very full visual 
record, accompanied by a brief written account, but without an analytical or drawn 
survey at a comparable level of detail. A comprehensive photographic survey may 
be appropriate for a building which has complex and important decoration or historic 
furnishing but which is under no threat, and for which there is no immediate need for 
detailed analysis. It may also be appropriate for a building of a well-known type 
which is under threat but for which existing documentation is in other respects 
adequate. 
 
All works shall also be undertaken in accordance with the Institute for 
Archaeologists’ Standard and guidance for the archaeological investigation and 
recording of standing buildings or structures (IfA 1996; revised 2008).  The IfA By-
Laws and Code of Conduct (IfA 1985; revised 2010) and Institute of Historic Building 
Conservation (IHBC) Code of Conduct shall also apply. 
 
4.2 Methodology  

Recording shall pay particular attention to such features as methods of construction, 
materials, the function of the structure and any surviving, in situ, fixtures and fittings 
relating to that function.   
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4.2.1 The Drawn Record 

Existing plan and elevation drawings prepared for the planning application will be 
checked on site for accuracy and used as the basis for preparation of the drawn 
record of the Gate Lodge and the Casuals Ward (Assets 16 and 17).   
 
As a minimum, the drawn record will include: 
 
• Measured plans annotated to show the form and location of structural features 

of historic significance, such as blocked doors, windows, fireplaces, masonry 
joints or ceiling beams; and 

• Elevation drawings showing architectural and constructional detail, and sample 
areas of wall construction. 

 
All drawings shall be annotated with information on structural detail, changes in 
building material, evidence for phasing, function and alteration, and any other 
relevant architectural detail. 
 
During the fieldwork, sketch plans and notes will be made as necessary to ensure 
the full understanding of the structure.  
 
4.2.2 The Photographic Record 

A photographic record shall be made using a 35mm analogue Single Lens Reflex 
camera for the production of black-and-white photographs, and a high resolution 
digital camera for the production of colour images. The resultant negatives and 
prints from the film-type camera shall provide a longer lasting and a more stable 
photographic output for archival purposes.   
 
Digital images shall be supplied in a suitable digital format for long-term storage and 
accessibility, e.g. uncompressed TIFF format.  An illustrative selection of digital 
images shall be provided in hard copy as part of the project archive.   
 
The photographic record of the site shall be used to amplify and illuminate the 
archive drawings and supplement and verify the written record.    
 
As a minimum the photographic record shall include black and white prints and 
digital photographs showing:  
 
• 

• 

• 

• 

The overall appearance of the Gate Lodge, Casuals Ward and Board Room 
(Assets 16, 17 and 18) and their setting, including oblique and parallel shots; 
External elevations of the Gate Lodge and Casuals Ward (Assets 16 and 
17); 
The overall appearance of the interior of the Gate Lodge and Casuals Ward 
(Assets 16 and 17); and 
Structural and decorative detail. 

 
Plans showing the location and direction of all photographs and a full photographic 
index will be provided.  
 
4.3 Reporting 

A fully illustrated report will be produced presenting the results of the building 
recording with an analytical interpretation of the site.  The report will contain the 
following sections: 
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(i) A non-technical summary of the results (an ‘abstract’); 

(ii) A description of the background to and circumstances of the work.  This will 
include the dates on which the survey was undertaken; 

(iii) The site location, parish and National Grid Reference of the site; 

(iv) A description of the methodology used for the survey; 

(v) A history of the site; based on baseline information from the Heritage 
Statement supplemented by additional research as necessary; 

(vi) A full descriptive architectural appraisal of the site, including evidence for 
phasing, function and alteration; 

(vii) General and detailed location plans at appropriate scales, showing the 
location of the site; 

(viii) Plan and elevation drawings presenting the results of the historic building 
recording.  Drawings shall be presented at an appropriate scale and in 
accordance with the guidance and conventions provided in ‘Understanding 
Historic Buildings: A Guide to Good Recording Practice’ (English Heritage 
2006a);  

(ix) A detailed selection of digital photographs to illustrate the written report; 

(x) Fully referenced bibliography and cartographic sources; 

(xi) Photographic print and slide registers as an Appendix in addition to drawn 
photographic registers detailing the position and direction of each shot, and 

(xii) An annotated plan showing the location and direction of photos. 

 
4.4 Archiving and Dissemination 

The final report will be made available through the Online Access to Index of 
Archaeological Investigations (OASIS) Project website.  The aim of the OASIS 
project is to provide an online index to the mass of archaeological ‘grey literature’ 
that has been produced as a result of the advent of large scale developer funded 
fieldwork. 
 
Hard and digital copies of the report will be submitted to the North Yorkshire Historic 
Environment Record. 
 
Upon completion of field work for the project a project archive shall be prepared to 
the standards set out in Management of Research Projects in the Historic 
Environment (English Heritage 2006b). The project archive, including written, drawn, 
photographic materials together with a summary of the contents of the archive, shall 
be deposited with the North Yorkshire Record Office. 
 
4.5 Copyright 

Copyright in any reports or other documentation produced by Jacobs UK Ltd as part 
of this contract will be held by North Yorkshire County Council.  
 
4.6 Approval of historic building recording 

Following completion of the fieldwork, a representative selection of record photos 
and drawings will be provided to the local planning authority to evidence completion 
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of the historic building recording and fulfilment of this element of the planning 
condition.  Demolition of the Casuals Ward will be undertaken following approval of 
the recording works by the Local Planning Authority.   
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5 Programme 

Recording works will be undertaken following removal of asbestos from the Gate 
Lodge and Casuals Ward (Assets 16 and 17).  Asbestos surveys are due for 
completion in late October 2012 and will determine the precise dates for asbestos 
removal and completion of the historic building recording. 
 
A provisional programme for the work is provided below: 
 
Start date Completion 

date  
Activity Duration 

19/11/12** 23/11/12** Undertake fieldwork  2 days 
26/11/12** 21/12/12** Produce drawings and complete 

reporting 
4 weeks 

07/12/12** 21/12/12** Approval of example drawings and 
photographs by Local Planning 
Authority 

2 weeks 

05/01/13 - Issue of final report - 
 
 
 
** Please note – the date for undertaking site works will be dependant on the 
provision of safe access into the building following the asbestos strip and may be 
subject to change.  
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6 Health and Safety and General requirements  

6.1 Health and Safety 

The scope and duration of the scheme means that it is ‘notifiable’ as defined by the 
Construction (Design and Management) Regulations 2007. 
 
All historic buildings surveyors shall be required to hold current CSCS cards and to 
present these to the Main Contractor prior to induction. 
 
Jacobs will submit method statements, risk assessments and safe plans of action to 
the Main Contractor (F. Parkinson) prior to the start of works. 
 
All site staff shall be inducted onto site by the Main Contractor and shall comply with 
all site rules 
 
6.2 Access and Site Compound 

Access shall be by approved routes only, to be agreed with F. Parkinsons.  
 
Site accommodation and welfare facilities will be provided by the Main Contractor.  
Jacobs Heritage will discuss their requirements with the Main Contractor before the 
commencement of fieldwork. 
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